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By Friis, Agnete. Kaaberbol, Lene. Chace, Tara, Translator.

Soho Crime. 1 Paperback(s), 2012. soft. Book Condition: New. In the ruins of an abandoned Soviet
military hospital, two Roma boys are scavenging for items to sell on the black market when they
stumble upon something more valuableand dangerousthan they could have anticipated. This
second installment of Lene Kaaberbøl and Agnete Friis's series starring Red Cross nurse Nina
Borgfollowing their 2011 New York Times bestseller The Boy in the Suitcasefinds the nurse putting
her life and family on the line when she tries to treat a group of Hungarian Gypsies who are living
illegally in a Copenhagen garage. What are they hiding, and what is making them so sick? Nina is
about to learn how high the stakes are among these desperate people."With its intricate plot and
revealing glimpses into Roma life, this assured thriller cements its authors' places near the top of
the Scandinavian crime fiction pantheon."Library Journal (starred review) 358.
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ReviewsReviews

Definitely among the finest publication I have got possibly read. It is really simplified but shocks from the 50 % of your pdf. Your life span will be convert as
soon as you total looking over this book.
-- K a telin B lick V-- K a telin B lick V

An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski
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